Abstract. We consider monitoring and checking formally specified properties in a network. We are addressing the problem of deploying the checkers on different network nodes that provide correct and efficient checking. We present the DMaC system that builds upon two bodies of work: the Monitoring and Checking (MaC) framework, which provides means to monitor and check running systems against formally specified requirements, and declarative networking, a declarative domain-specific approach for specifying and implementing distributed network protocols. DMaC uses a declarative networking system for both specifying network protocols and performing checker execution. High-level properties are automatically translated from safety property specifications in the MaC framework into declarative networking queries and integrated into the rest of the network for monitoring the safety properties. We evaluate the flexibility and efficiency of DMaC using simple but realistic network protocols and their properties.
Introduction
In recent years, we have witnessed a proliferation of new overlay networks that use the existing Internet to enable deployable network evolution and introduce new services. Concurrently, new Internet architectures and policy mechanisms have been proposed to address challenges related to route oscillation and slow convergence of Inter-domain routing.
Within the networking community, there is a growing interest in formal tools and programming frameworks that can facilitate the design, implementation, and verification of new protocols. One of the most commonly proposed approaches is based on runtime verification [12, 17] , which provides debugging platforms for verifying properties of protocols at runtime. This approach typically works by providing programming hooks that enable developers to check properties of an executing distributed system at runtime.
Existing approaches are often platform dependent and hard to be generalized. The runtime checks are tightly coupled with the implementation and, as a result, cannot be easily reused across different execution environments, or be used to compare different implementations of the same protocol written in different programming languages. Moreover, given that the properties are specified at the implementation level, formal reasoning and analysis are not possible.
To address the above shortcomings, we present DMaC, a distributed monitoring and checking platform. DMaC builds upon two bodies of work: (1) the Monitoring and Checking (MaC) framework [11] , which provides means to monitor and check running systems against formally specified requirements, and (2) declarative networking [14, 13] , a declarative domain-specific approach for specifying and implementing distributed network protocols.
The original MaC framework was designed conceptually as centralized monitoring systems. DMaC achieves the distributed capability via the use of declarative networking, where network protocols are specified using a declarative logicbased query language called Network Datalog (NDlog). In prior work, it has been shown that traditional routing protocols can be specified in a few lines of declarative code [14] , and complex protocols require orders of magnitude less code [13] compared to traditional imperative implementations. The compact and highlevel specification enables rapid prototype development, ease of customization, optimizability, and potentiality for protocol verification.
In DMaC, the safety properties of a distributed system are first specified using a platform independent formal specification language called MEDL. These property specifications are then compiled into declarative networking code for execution. Since declarative networks utilize a distributed query engine to execute its protocols, these checks can be expressed as distributed monitoring queries in NDlog. This paper makes the following three contributions:
• DMaC platform: The system allows us to specify desired properties of protocols independent of their implementation and abstract away the physical distribution, generate run-time checkers for the properties and deploy them across the network, seamlessly integrated within the NDlog engine.
• Formal specifications to declarative networks: We show that formal specifications can be automatically compiled to distributed queries. Moreover, given the query-based approach used in declarative networks, we illustrate the potential of applying existing database query optimizations in DMaC for efficient plan generation and dynamic reoptimization.
• Implementation and evaluation: We have performed evaluation of DMaC on several representative examples deployed over a cluster. Results demonstrate feasibility of the approach, in terms of both performance overhead due to monitoring queries, and functionality of the property language.
Background

Declarative Networking
Declarative query languages such as Network Datalog (NDlog) are a natural and compact way to implement a variety of routing protocols and overlay networks. For example, some traditional routing protocols can be expressed in a few lines of code [14] , and the Chord DHT in 47 lines of code [13] . When compiled and executed, these declarative networks perform efficiently relative to imperative implementations, while achieving orders of magnitude reduction in code size.
The compact specifications enable ease of customization and adaptation, where protocols can be adaptively selected and composed based on policies and the changing network environment. A NDlog program is a distributed variant of Datalog which consists of a set of declarative rules. Each rule has the form p :-q1, q2, ..., qn., which can be read informally as "q1 and q2 and ... and qn implies p". Here, p is the head of the rule, and q1, q2,...,qn is a list of literals that constitute the body of the rule. Literals are either predicates with attributes (which are bound to variables or constants by the query), or boolean expressions that involve function symbols (including arithmetic) applied to attributes. In Datalog, rule predicates can be defined with other predicates in a cyclic fashion to express recursion. The order in which the rules are presented in a program is semantically immaterial; likewise, the order of predicates appearing in a rule is not semantically meaningful. Commas are interpreted as logical conjunctions (AND). The names of predicates, function symbols, and constants begin with a lowercase letter, while variable names begin with an uppercase letter.
As a running example throughout the paper, the following four NDlog rules implement the pathVector protocol that computes the shortest paths between all pairs of nodes in a network.
materialize(link,keys(1,2),infinity). materialize(path,keys(3),infinity). materialize(bestCost,keys(1,2),infinity). materialize(route,keys(1,2),infinity). In NDlog, each predicate contains a location specifier, which is expressed with @ symbol followed by an attribute. This attribute is used to denote the source location of each corresponding tuple. For instance, all link, path and route tuples are stored based on the @S address field.
The above NDlog program is executed as distributed stream computations in a recursive fashion. Rule p1 takes link(@S,D,C) tuples, and computes all the single-hop paths path(@S,D,P,C) where the user-defined function f initPath initializes the path vector as P= [S,D] .
In rule p2, multi-hop paths are computed. Informally, it means that if there is a link between S and Z with cost C1, and the route between Z and D is P with cost C2, then there is a path between S and Z with cost C1+C2. Additional predicates are used for computing the path vector: the built-in function f memberOf is used to drop any paths with loops; if no loop is found, a new path P1 (from S to D via intermediate node Z) is created by function f concat.
In rule p3, the bestCost is defined as the minimum cost among all paths. Finally, rule p4 is a local Datalog rule used to compute the shortest path with the lowest cost based on the local bestCost table.
Declarative networking also incorporates the support of soft-state derivations which are commonly used in networks. In the soft state storage model, all data (input and derivations) have an explicit "time to live" (TTL) or lifetime, and all tuples must be explicitly reinserted with their latest values and a new TTL or they are deleted. To support this feature, an additional language feature is added to the NDlog language, in the form of a materialize keyword at the beginning of each NDlog program that specifies the TTLs of predicates. For example, the definition materialize(link,keys(1,2),10) specifies that the link table has its primary key set to the first and second attributes (denoted by keys(1,2)) 1 , and each link tuple has a lifetime of 10 seconds. If the TTL is set to infinity, the predicate will be treated as hard-state.
The soft-state storage semantics are as follows. When a tuple is derived, if there exists another tuple with the same primary key but differs on other attributes, an update occurs, in which the new tuple replaces the previous one. On the other hand, if the two tuples are identical, a refresh occurs, in which the TTL of the existing tuple is extended. For a given predicate, in the absence of any materialize declaration, it is treated as an event predicate with zero lifetime. Since events are not stored, they are primarily used to trigger rules periodically or in response to network events.
Soft-state tuples are deleted upon expiration. In contrast, hard-state tuples are deleted via cascaded deletions. For instance, when existing links are deleted, the deletions have to be cascaded, resulting in deletions of previously derived path tuples, and updates to bestPath tuples. The NDlog language also generates events when table insertions and deletions occur. For instance, link ins and link del are generated whenever link tuples are inserted and deleted respectively.
Runtime Monitoring and Checking
MaC Overview. Continuous monitoring and verification of the run-time behavior of a system can improve our confidence about the system by ensuring that the current execution is consistent with its requirements at run time [9, 18, 6, 15, 19, 7] . We have developed a Monitoring and Checking (MaC) framework for runtime monitoring of software systems [11] , which allows us to specify high-level properties, implement checkers for these properties, extract relevant low-level information from the system execution and abstract these low-level observations to match the level of the property specification.
The MaC framework includes two languages: MEDL and PEDL. The MetaEvent Definition Language (MEDL) is used to express properties. Its formal semantics are similar to the semantics of a past-time linear-time temporal logic. It can be used to express a large subset of safety properties of systems, including timing properties. We use events and conditions to capture and reason about temporal behavior and data behavior of the target program execution; events are abstract representations of time progress and conditions are abstract representations of data. Primitive Event Definition Language (PEDL) describes primitive high-level events and conditions used in MEDL properties in terms of system objects. PEDL defines what information is sent from the filter to the event recognizer, and how it is transformed into events used in high-level specification by the event recognizer. Unlike MEDL, PEDL depends on the target system, since it has to refer to observations made directly on the system. The framework includes two main phases: static phase and dynamic phase. During the static phase, i.e., before a target program is executed, properties are specified in MEDL, along with the respective PEDL mapping. Then, also in the static phase, run-time components such as a filter, an event recognizer, and a run-time checker are generated. During the dynamic phase, the target program, instrumented with the observation filter, is executed while being monitored and checked with respect to the properties. The filter tracks changes of monitored objects and sends observations to the event recognizer. The event recognizer performs the abstraction of low-level observations into high-level events according to the supplied mapping. Recognized events are sent to the run-time checker. Although the event recognizer can be incorporated into the checker, we separate them to clearly distinguish high-level properties, independent of a particular implementation, from low-level information extraction, which by necessity applies to a given implementation. A run-time checker determines whether or not the current execution history satisfies the properties. Checking is performed incrementally, without storing unnecessary history information.
We have implemented a prototype of the MaC for Java programs, called Java-MaC [10] . Java-MaC targets Java bytecode, providing automatic instrumentation of the target program and automatic generation of the checker, event recognizer, and filter. Although the existing implementation can be easily extended to monitor other kinds of target systems by providing a different filter, it is difficult to apply it to distributed systems.
MEDL Specification Language. The language MEDL is built around a twosorted logic that describes events and conditions. In this paper, we use a parametric variant of MEDL described in [23] , but without explicit quantification. We present MEDL syntax and semantics using examples. For the formal presentation, we refer the reader to [10, 23] .
In MEDL, events are instantaneous observations. Primitive events are received from the monitored system, while composite events are derived in the checker. Events can carry attributes that give additional information about the occurrence. For example, event route(s, d, p) is observed when the node s enters the route to the node d into its routing table, and the route follows the path p, and these three values are supplied as attributes of the event. In addition, each event has the timestamp of its occurrence, interpreted by the checker clock. Unlike events, conditions have durations: once a condition becomes true, it is true continuously until it becomes false. Primitive conditions are defined within the monitored system, which notifies the checker about changes to the condition value. Conditions can be parametrized by attributes of events that are used in the definition of a condition, as described below.
Primitive events are defined using the import declaration: import event e(X) specifies that event e can observed directly from the monitored system and that every occurrence of e carries attributesX = (x 1 , . . . , x k ). A conjunction of two events e(X) = e 1 (X 1 ) ∧ e 2 (X 2 ) is an event that occurs when both e 1 and e 2 occur simultaneously. We require that var(X) ⊆ var(X 1 ) ∪ var(X 1 ) 2 ; that is, attributes of the composite event can come only from the events and conditions used in its definition. For example, event e(x, y) = e 1 (p, x) ∧ e 2 (x, y, 2) occurs at time t only if both e 1 and e 2 occur at time t, such that the last attribute of e 2 is the constant 2 and the common attribute x has the same value in both occurrences. Disjunction of events is defined similarly.
Given a condition c, event (e when c) occurs if e occurs while the condition c is true. As an example, consider e c (x 1 ,
, and c[2, 1] be true and c [1, 3] be false. When event e(1) occurs, it will cause simultaneous occurrences of events e c (1, 1) and e c (1, 2).
Each condition c[X]
is associated with two events, start c and end c , both of which haveX as attributes. Event start c occurs when c becomes true, while end c occurs with it becoming false. A primitive condition c[x 1 , . . . , x n ] represents the directly observed state of the monitored system. Whenever a ground instance c(p 1 , . . . , p n ) changes its value, the checker receives an occurrence of start c (p 1 , . . . , p n ) or end c (p 1 , . . . , p n ), corresponding to the new value of the ground condition, from the event recognizer.
Conjunction, disjunction, and negation of conditions are defined in the expected way. Any two events e 1 (X 1 ), e 1 (X 1 ) define a condition [e 1 , e 2 ), which is parametrized with var(X 1 )∪var(X 2 ). This condition is true if there has been an occurrence of e 1 in the past and, since then, there has been no occurrence of e 2 with matching attributes. A time-bounded variant of this expression, [e 1 , e 2 ) <t , means that the condition becomes false t time units after the occurrence of e 1 if e 2 does not arrive within these t time units.
MEDL also uses auxiliary variables that allow us to store additional history information. Predicates over auxiliary variables can be used to define new conditions. Semantically, auxiliary variables are similar to conditions, except that a ground instance of an auxiliary variable evaluates to a numerical rather than boolean value. Auxiliary variables are updated in response to events in guarded commands of the kind e(X e ) → {v[X v ]:=expr(X e )}, where var(X v ) ⊆ var(X e ) and expr is an arithmetic expression overX e . 3 DMaC Architecture Figure 1 shows the architecture of DMaC. In the above figure, the monitored network is specified using NDlog as a collection of rules. The system can be used for monitoring existing legacy networks (where the network state is exposed as distributed tables that one can query over), or declarative networks themselves. The latter provides more opportunity for fine-grained analysis, since the protocol and monitoring queries themselves are based on the same declarative query language. Separately, safety properties of the protocols are described in MEDL. The MEDL specifications are location-agnostic. PEDL scripts are then used to specify the distributed nature of the monitored property, in the form of an event recognizer that takes as input the events that arrive at a node, and a locationer that determines the locations where generated events from MEDL are to be sent. MEDL properties are translated into NDlog rules without location information. The planner module then utilizes the PEDL specifications in combination with query optimization techniques to decide on the allocation of the generated rules and annotate the NDlog rules with location information. The generated NDlog rules are then deployed in the network as monitoring queries.
Example Network Property: Route Persistence
To illustrate the use of DMaC, we consider the route persistence property [16] , which tracks the duration that each computed route persists without changing. We will introduce more complex examples in Section 3.3.
In the normal situation, we expect routes, once established, to be stable for some time before changing again. Therefore, upon each route update message, we raise persistenceAlarm when changes occur too quickly (e.g., less than 10 seconds) after the previous update. In the context of deployed network protocols, rapid changes to computed routes could be a symptom of more serious issues, such as the lack of convergence in the protocol.
The above MEDL program uses the time(newRoute) construct to denote the time of the newRoute event. All events have an associated timestamp. To avoid clock synchronization issues, DMaC takes the convention that events are assigned a receiver-based timestamp, and this timestamp is retrievable via the time construct above. The translation of MEDL into NDlog is as follows: In the above program, f now is a user-defined function that returns the current local time of the node where the rule is triggered. In order to check the property over the path vector protocol, we need to connect the two sets of NDlog rules, specifying how the imported event rtMsg is produced by the protocol specification. For this, we add the following PEDL statement: This statement serves several purposes. First, it specifies that rtMsg originates from changes to the route table of node S in the protocol specification and, second, the rtMsg event is raised at the same node, S, where the route table is stored. Finally, it projects away irrelevant attributes of the table, in this case, C. PEDL rules can also be used to insert additional attributes into the highlevel event. For example, if rtMsg was to be processed at a node different from S, we may choose to insert the origination timestamp as an additional attribute of rtMsg in order to support the reasoning about propagation delay in property specifications.
The PEDL script also contains another statement: which specifies that persistenceAlarm event is exported -that is, it can be used in other MEDL properties and also in other network protocols. For exported events, we specify the location where the event is raised. From the locations assigned to the imported and exported events, the planner module decides on the deployment of MEDL rules to network nodes. In this simple example, where both exported and imported events are local to the node S, it is clear that the checker should also be located at S. In more complicated cases, intermediate results of MEDL evaluation may be placed at different nodes. We use known techniques from query optimization to compute this placement. More details are given in Section 4.3.
MEDL Extensions for Sliding Window Event Correlation
In practice, several monitoring scenarios in the networking domain require the ability to reason about event occurrences that arrive within a given time window. We provide an example in Section 3.3 but briefly outline language extensions to MEDL in order to support such correlation:
First, to make reasoning about event correlation easier, we also define a time-bounded conjunction of events e 1 ∧ <t e 2 and e 1 ∧ ≤t e 2 . This event occurs if occurrences of e 1 and e 2 are separated by less (respectively, no more) than t time units. Note that e 1 ∧ ≤t e 2 can be expressed as e 2 ∧ end([e 1 , e 2 ) <t ) ∨ e 1 ∧ end([e 2 , e 1 ) <t ).
Second, we define time-based and count-based sliding windows for a given event e(X). Window [e(X)] ≤t contains all event occurrences of e such that for any two occurrences in the window, the difference between their timestamps does not exceed t. A similar definition is made for strict inequality. Window [e(X)] #n contains n last occurrences of e, if the execution trace has more than n occurrences, and all occurrences of e otherwise. The role of sliding windows is to allow us to use aggregations of event attributes in the definition of events and conditions. We use functions such as minimum, maximum, sum, average, etc. to define aggregations. For example, condition c[x] = max p [e(x, p)] ≤5 > 10 asserts the maximum value of the attribute p in the events that occurred in the last 5 time units should be larger than 10. Note that this expression effectively defines a separate sliding window for each value of x encountered so far.
Other Examples
We consider additional network properties to illustrate the flexibility of DMaC, as well as demonstrate intuitively the translation of MEDL into NDlog. The examples are representative of typical queries that involve aggregation and event correlation. Other examples unrelated to network routing (e.g. ensuring the correctness of distributed hash table routing, multicast trees, etc) are also possible within our framework.
Data Plane Monitoring. In the previous example, we considered a property that, when violated, indicates a problem with the control plane of the network. Here, we consider a property that indicates a problem with the data plane, that is, the transmission of packets over established routes. Often, sudden changes in the flow rate of data across the network indicate a problem with the network. We define flow rate as the average number of packages that are transmitted in a period of time (for example, during the last 60 seconds). We raise flowAlarm when the flow rate between two nodes exceeds a threshold (say 100KB). In order to calculate flow rate, we use the new sliding window feature of MEDL. Distributed Time-based Event Correlation. Often, it is necessary to correlate events that are raised by different nodes in the network. In particular, simultaneous problems in the control and data planes of the network often indicate an attack on the network. In this example, we consider a set of gateways, each of which is responsible for the health of a set of sensor nodes. The gateways need to correlate persistence (pAlarms) and rate alarms (rAlarms) sent from different nodes. We revisit this example in Section 4.3 to motivate our approach to location assignment for MEDL rules. The property utilizes the node-to-gateway mapping as an imported condition, allowing the mapping to change dynamically. The translation to NDlog is as follows:
materialize(gateway,keys(1),infinity). materialize(pAlarms,keys(1,2),5). materialize(rAlarms,keys(1,2),5). materialize(gatewayAlarm,keys(1,2),3600). 
Translating MEDL into NDlog
In this section, we present a general algorithm that translates MEDL rules into the corresponding NDlog programs. Figure 3 shows the steps involved in translation: MEDL normalization, Datalog generation, and Optimized NDlog generation. We focus on the first two steps, and defer the discussion of the third step to Section 4.3.
MEDL Normalization
In the first step, each MEDL rule is rewritten into a normalized MEDL expression, in which each event and condition is defined by an application of exactly one operator, applied to either events or conditions or constants. For example, e(x, y) = (e 1 (x, z) ∧ ≤t e 2 (y, z)) when (c 1 [x, y] ∧ c 2 [x, z]) would be represented as the following three rules:
We also require that each guarded command updates exactly one variable, which can be achieved by splitting the update block into individual statements and creating a separate guarded command for each.
As the basic components in MEDL, events, conditions and auxiliary variables are translated to tuples in NDlog. An event e(X) is translated to the tuple e(X1,...,Xn), and the presence of a tuple indicates that the event has occurred. Translation of a condition c[X] is c(X1,...,Xn), where the presence of the tuple indicates that the condition is true and the absence of it means that it is false. An auxiliary variable v[X] is translated to the tuple v(X1,...,Xn,V), with the last variable storing the current value of the variable. Tuples that correspond to conditions and variables are materialized using X1,...,Xn as keys. Events, on the other hand, may carry attributes that need not be used as keys. We use a simple technique to identify such attributes.
An event attribute that is used in the definition of a condition or variable as its parameter is always a part of the key for the event relation. This is to ensure that the event is present when the rule that updates the condition or variable is evaluated. However, if an attribute of an event is used only to update values of auxiliary variables, then attribute need not be a part of the key. Consider event newRoute in Figure 2 . Its attribute p is not a part of the key, since the event is used in the definition of persistenceAlarm and also to update values of variables routeStored and timeStored, none of which is parameterized by p. 
Datalog Generation
The Datalog generation process rewrites normalized MEDL rules into locationagnostic Datalog rules. Figure 4 summarizes the translation algorithm by listing each MEDL rule type and the corresponding Datalog rules. We categorize normalized MEDL rules into ten different types, of which six are for event generation, three for condition generation and one for variable updates. Due to space constraints, we highlight two particularly interesting translation.
The 3 rd row shows a MEDL rule for sliding window based event correlation (see Section 3.2) and the corresponding Datalog rules. The translation result in 4 Datalog rules that used to store the events e1 and e2 as soft-state tables e 1 and e 2 respectively for a specified lifetime determined by the sliding window size of t seconds. The soft-state tables are then used for correlating the events over the time-interval of t seconds.
In the 8 th row, the condition predicate c(X 1 , ..., X n ) over auxiliary variables 
MEDL Rules Corresponding Datalog Rules
e(X 1 , ..., X n ) = e 1 (X 1,1 , . .., X 1,k ), c(X 2,1 , ..., X 2,m ).
materialize(e 1 , keys(1, 2), t). materialize(e 2 , keys(1, 2), t). e 1 (X 1,1 , . .., X 1,k ) : −e 1 (X 1,1 , ..., X 1,k ) . e 2 (X 2,1 , . .., X 2,m ) : −e 2 (X 2,1 , ..., X 2,m ) . e(X 1 , ..., X n ) = e 1 (X 1,1 , ..., X 1,k ), e 2 (X 2,1 , ..., X 2,m ) . e(X 1 , ..., X n ) = e 2 (X 2,1 , ..., X 2,m ), e 1 (X 1,1 , ..., X 1,k ) .
Example Network Properties
In this section, we consider additional network properties to illustrate the flexibility of DMaC, as well as demonstrate the translation of MEDL into NDlog. 
Note that, the time(event) semantic in MEDL requires recoding the generation timestamp as additional information for an event. If the timestamp of an event is used in a MEDL program, variable T is added to the relation, and T := f now () is added to the rule that produces the event. This results in the use of receiver-based timestamps, where each event is timestamped based on the recipient node's time.
NDlog Program Generation and Optimization
The Filter and Locationer modules in PEDL explicitly indicate the physical locations of the import and export events and conditions used in DMaC rules. To deploy DMaC programs for distributed monitoring, one needs to further assign the locations where the computations in MEDL (e.g. correlation of events and conditions) should take place. In several instances, different location assignments may result in varying communication overhead, and the specific data placement strategy is determined by factors such as inter-node latency, bandwidth, and also the rate at which events are generated. Interestingly, given our use of declarative networking, the optimization decisions map naturally into distributed query optimizations. Our goal in this section is to highlight some of the challenges and opportunities in this space, and set the stage for richer explorations in future.
Motivating Example. We consider a three-node network consisting of nodes n 1 , n 2 and n 3 . The three events in the network that follow the MEDL rule are:
, where e 1 (X 1 ) is located at n 1 ; e 2 (X 2 ) is located at n 2 ; and e 3 (X 3 ), as the correlation results of e 1 and e 2 , is located at n 3 . These three events respectively refer to the persistenceAlarm, flowAlarm, and attackAlarm events from the event correlation example in Section 3.3.
According to the locations where the correlation is performed, the compilation of the MEDL rule may result in different sets of NDlog rules, each of which potentially has a distinct execution overhead. There are three potential execution plans for the above MEDL rule:
-Plan a (correlation at n 1 ): Node n 2 sends e 2 (X 2 ) to n 1 . Meanwhile n 1 performs correlation of the received e 2 (X 2 ) events and the local e 1 (X 1 ) events, and it sends the resulting e 3 (X 3 ) to n 3 ; -Plan b (correlation at n 2 ): Node n 1 sends e 1 (X 1 ) to n 2 , and n 2 performs the correlation and sends the resulting e 3 (X 3 ) to n 3 ; -Plan c (correlation at n 3 ): Node n 1 and n 2 send the generated events e 1 (X 1 ) and e 2 (X 2 ) to n 3 , where the correlation is performed.
Once the correlation location is decided, a MEDL rule will be translated into NDlog rules automatically by the compilation process. For instance, taking node n 3 as the correlation location, the above MEDL rule is translated into the following NDlog rules: op1 e1'(@n3,X1) :-e1(@n1,X1). op2 e2'(@n3,X2) :-e2(@n2,X2). op3 e3(@n3,X3) :-e1'(@n3,X1), e2'(@n3,X2).
Rules op1 and op2 ship e 1 (X 1 ) and e 2 (X 2 ) from their original location to node n 3 , which is the correlation location. Rule op3 then performs the correlation of these two events and generates e 3 (X 3 ). Following a similar approach, one can easily write corresponding NDlog rules if the correlation happens at n 1 or n 2 .
Cost-based Query Optimizations. When a MEDL rule that involves multiple events and conditions is compiled to NDlog implementation, we choose as default to send the contributing events and conditions to the location where the computation result is located (i.e. plan c in the above example).
Plan c may in fact turn out to be an inefficient strategy. Revisiting the correlation example in Section 3.3, if node n3 is connected via a high-latency, low-bandwidth link to nodes n1 and n2, and the rate at which events e1 and e2 are generated is extremely high, this plan would result in overwhelming node n3. A superior strategy in this case could be for events to be correlated locally between n1 and n2 first. The savings can be tremendous, particularly if these two nodes are connected via a high-speed network, and the actual correlation of e3 events is infrequent.
Interestingly, one can model the above tradeoffs via cost-based query optimizations, where a cost is assigned to each plan, and the plan with the lowest cost is selected. As an example, the bandwidth utilization of the above plans can be estimated from the rate at which events arrive, and the selectivity of the correlation: Plan a: |e 2 | * s e2 + r e1,e2 * |e 1 | * |e 2 | * s e3 Plan b: |e 1 | * s e1 + r e1,e2 * |e 1 | * |e 2 | * s e3 Plan c: |e 1 | * s e1 + |e 2 | * s e2 where |e i | represents the estimated generation rate of event e i (X i ), s ei represents the message size of e i (X i ), r e1,e2 is the selectivity of the correlation, i.e. the likelihood that e 1 (X 1 ) and e 2 (X 2 ) are correlated.
Given a MEDL rule, exhaustive enumeration is required to search for all potential execution plans and select the optimal plan given the cost estimates. In practice, finding the optimal plan is NP-hard. To find approximate solutions that provide efficient plans, commercial database engines utilize dynamic programming [20] in combination with other plan selection heuristics, enabling the query engine to generate efficient plans at reasonable overhead.
In our distributed setting, the optimal plan may change over time as the rate of events and network conditions vary during the monitoring period. In recent database literature, there has been significant interests and progress in the area of adaptive query optimization [5] techniques, commonly used to reoptimize query plans during execution time. Such runtime reoptimizations are particularly useful in the areas of wide-area data integration and distributed processing of sensor feeds. We intend to explore the use of adaptive query optimizations in DMaC as future work.
Evaluation
In this section, we perform an evaluation of the DMaC system. The goals of our evaluation are two-fold: (a) to experimentally validate the correctness of the DMaC implementation, and (b) to study the additional overhead incurred by monitoring rules. Our experiments are executed within a local cluster with 15 quad-core machines with Intel Xeon 2.33GHz CPUs and 4GB RAM running Fedora Core 6 with kernel version 2.6.20, which are interconnected by high-speed Gigabit Ethernet. Our evaluation is based on the P2 declarative networking system [1] . In the experiments, we deploy up to a network size of 120 nodes (eight nodes per physical machine).
For the workload, we utilize the path vector protocol which computes the shortest paths between all pairs of nodes. To evaluate the additional overhead incurred by monitoring safety properties, we deploy two versions of the path vector query, i.e. PV and PV-DMaC, where PV executes pure path vector query presented in Section 2.1, PV-DMaC additionally executes the DMaC rules presented in Section 3.1 to monitor the route persistence property. When a violation of the property is detected, the specified MEDL/PEDL results in the generation of persistenceAlarm events which are exported to a centralized monitor to log all such violations across the network.
As input, each node takes a link table pre-initialized with 6 neighbors. After the path vector query computation reaches a fixpoint, i.e. the computation of all-pairs best paths have completed, we periodically inject network events to induce churn (changes to the network topology). To evaluate the performance overhead at high and low rates of network churn, at each 60-second interval, we interleave high churn of 50 link updates per second followed by low churn of 15 link updates per second. As links are added and deleted, the path vector query will recompute the routing tables incrementally. Figure 5 shows the number of persistenceAlarms that are generated per second in response to the link updates. We observe that there is a clear correlation between the rate of link events and alarms: when the network is less stable (i.e. in high churn, such as 0-60 seconds), the persistence property is more likely to be violated due to frequent route recomputations, hence resulting in a higher rate of the persistenceAlarms; whereas the rate of the alarms drops significantly when the network is under low churn. Figure 6 shows the per-node bandwidth overhead incurred by PV and PVDMaC as the protocol incrementally recomputes in response to link updates. We observe that PV-DMaC incurs only an additional overhead of 11% in bandwidth utilization. The overhead is attributed primarily to the generation of persistenceAlarms which are sent to the centralized monitor. We note that in absolute terms, the increase in bandwidth utilization is 2.5KBps, which is wellwithin the capacity of typical broadband connections.
Related Work
Literature on run-time monitoring and checking for networked systems can be divided into two broad categories. One category of papers addresses generalpurpose run-time verification problems. These papers are typically concerned with increasing expressiveness of property specification languages and developing time-and space-efficient online checking algorithms. Multiple run-time verification systems [7, 21, 3, 4] reported in the literature are primarily oriented toward monitoring of software. While some of them are capable of collecting observations from multiple nodes in a distributed system [2] , they typically assume a centralized checker.
The other category of related work contains papers originating in the networking community. Here, distribution is critical in both collection of observations and in checking. This category of work typically uses simple invariant properties and is concerned with minimization of network traffic. An important point of comparison is [8] , which offers a system H-SEND for invariant monitoring of wireless networks.
Our work differs from both of these categories. On one hand, we are using a richer language than the one typically used in correctness monitoring of networks. On the other hand, we address distributed deployment of checkers in the network, the aspect typically not considered in run-time verification literature. Finally, deployment of checkers is tightly integrated with the network deployment itself through NDlog, which is a unique feature of our approach.
Conclusion and Future Work
We have presented a way to integrate a run-time verification framework into a declarative networking system that is based on the language NDlog. The integration allows us to specify high-level, implementation-independent properties of network protocols and applications in the language MEDL, generate checkers for these properties, and deploy the checkers in a distributed fashion across the network. Checkers are generated by translating MEDL properties into NDlog and are executed as distributed queries along with the protocol implementations. We use distributed query optimization techniques to derive allocation of checkers to network nodes.
In the future work, we will work to remove restrictions on MEDL constructs introduced in this paper. The restrictions stem from the treatment of event timestamps in a distributed system. Currently, timestamps of events transmitted across the network are assigned based on the local clock of the receiving node, and sender's timestamps may be captured as event attributes. While this is adequate for many of commonly used network properties, a more general treatment is desirable. A possible approach is to introduce the knowledge about the physical distribution of events through the network and extending the notion of a timestamp along the lines of [22] .
